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The Handbook of Research on Teaching Literacy Through the Communicative and Visual Arts, a comprehensive overview of research on this topic, extends conceptualizations of literacy to include all of the communicative arts (reading, writing, speaking, listening, viewing) and the visual arts of drama, dance, film, art, video, and computer technology. The chapters are organized around seven themes:

*Theoretical Bases for Communicative and Visual Arts Teaching;
*Methods of Inquiry in Communicative and Visual Arts Teaching;
*Research on Language Learners in Families, Communities, and Classrooms;
*Research on Language Teachers: Conditions and Contexts;
*Expanding Instructional Environments: Teaching, Learning, and Assessing the Communicative and Visual Arts;
*Research Perspectives on the Curricular, Extracurricular, and Policy Perspectives; and
*Voices from the Field.

In this volume, the editors have compiled an indispensable resource for  conceptualizing literacy in much broader contexts than ever before and for planning more effective literacy programs for all students.
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LEGO Mindstorms NXT:  The Mayan Adventure (Technology in Action)Apress, 2006
LEGO MINDSTORMS NXT has hit the world by storm, giving you the ability to build your own robots and program them to perform all types of actions. What kind of robots? How about five exploratory robots, used to explore the newly discovered tomb of an ancient Mayan king?
You are along for the ride with Evan and his archaeologist uncle as they...
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Oracle Essentials: Oracle Database 10g, 3rd EditionO'Reilly, 2004
This new edition distills a vast amount of knowledge into an easy-to-read volume  covering the full range of Oracle's features and technologies. The book includes  an overview of Oracle 10g, along with recent releases 9i and 8i. Oracle Essentials 3rd Edition: Oracle Database 10g  provides everything you'll need to...
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Cybersonic Arts: Adventures in American New Music (Music in American Life)University of California Press, 2015

	Composer, performer, instrument builder, teacher, and writer Gordon Mumma has left an indelible mark on the American contemporary music scene. A prolific composer and innovative French horn player, Mumma is recognized for integrating advanced electronic processes into musical structures, an approach he has termed "Cybersonics."...
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Microsoft Dynamics AX 2009 Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010
This book contains a list of useful Dynamics AX modifications - recipes - along with all required code and in-depth explanations. Most of the recipes are presented using real-world examples in a variety of Dynamics AX modules. The step-by-step instructions along with many useful screenshots make learning easier. This book is for Dynamics AX...
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EDGE for Mobile InternetArtech House Publishers, 2003
This ground-breaking resource offers you a detailed treatment of EDGE and its critical role in the development of the mobile Internet. The book explains how this global radio based high-speed mobile data standard can be introduced into GSM/GPRS networks, improving data transmission speeds to support multimedia services. It enables you to become...
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The PayPal Official Insider Guide to Selling with Social Media: Make money through viral marketing (PayPal Press)PayPal Press, 2011

	This book demonstrates to sellers that social media is the ideal focus and PayPal is the best tool to grow profits in today's online marketplace. Key social media sales strategies, tactics, action plans, and real-world success stories for all kinds of sellers are presented, making it easier for sellers to choose the right solutions with...
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